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Abstract 

  

A graph is called a quasi-graph if the case of an edge of the graph equals its 

inverse is allowed. A graph of groups is called a quasi-graph of groups if the 

corresponding graph is a quasi-graph. A group is termed quasi-graph group if it is  

a fundamental group of a non-trivial quasi-graph of groups. In this paper we show 

that a subgroup of a quasi-graph group is a quasi-graph group.  
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1   Introduction 
 

In [4], Mahmood introduced the concepts of quasi-graphs of groups and their 

fundamental groups. The main result of this paper is to show that if G is a 

fundamental group of a quasi-graph of groups and if H is a subgroup of G, then 

we use the results of [5] and [6] to show that H is a fundamental group of a quasi-

graph of groups. This paper is divided in to 4 sections. In section 2, we introduce 

the concepts quasi graphs, groups acting on trees with inversions, and their 

fundamental domains. In section 3, we use the results of section 2 to obtain the 

structures of quasi-graphs of groups induced by the fundamental domains for 

groups acting on trees with inversions.  In section 4, we apply the results of 

section 3 to obtain the structures of quasi-graphs of groups induced by the 

subgroups of the fundamental groups of quasi-graphs of groups. 

http://www.zentralblatt-math.org/zmath/en/advanced/?q=cc:*20E08
http://www.zentralblatt-math.org/zmath/en/advanced/?q=cc:20F05
http://www.zentralblatt-math.org/zmath/en/advanced/?q=cc:20E06
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2   Quasi-Graphs Induced by Fundamental Domains 

 
 A quasi graph X consists of two disjoint sets V(X), (the set of vertices of X) and 

E(X), (the set of edges of X), with V(X)  non-empty, together with three 

functions
0

 : E(X)V(X), 
1
 : E(X)V(X), and  :E(X)E(X) is an involution 

satisfying the conditions that 10    and 01   .  For simplicity, if eE(X), we 

write 0 (e) = o(e), 
1
 (e) = t(e), and  (e) = e . This implies that o(e ) = t(e),  

t( e ) = o(e), and e = e. The case e = e is allowed. There are obvious definitions of 

subgraphs, circuits, trees, morphisms of graphs and Aut(X), the set of all 

automorphisms of the graph X which is a group under the composition of 

morphisms of graphs. For more details, the interested readers are referred to in [1], 

[2] and [9]. We say that a group G acts on a graph X if there is a group 

homomorphism : G Aut(X). In this case, if xX (vertex or edge) and gG, we 

write g(x) for ( (g))(x). Thus, if gG, and yE(X), then g(o(y)) = o(g(y)),  

g(t(y)) = t(g(y)), and g( y ) = )(yg . The case the action with inversion is allowed. 

That is; g(y) = ( y ) is allowed for some gG, and yE(X). In this case we say that 

g is an inverter element of G and y is called an inverted edge.                                                                                                   

If the group G acts on the graph  X and xX, (x is a vertex or edge), then    

1. The stabilizer of  x, denoted 
x

G is defined to be the set 
x

G ={gG: g(x) = x}. It is 

clear that 
x

G  G, and if xE(X), and u{o(x), t(x)}, then xG = xG and ux GG  .                                                          

2. The orbit of x is the set G(x) = {g(x): gG}. It is clear that G acts on the graph X 

without inversions if and only if G( e ) ≠ G(e) for any eE(X).  

3. The set of orbits is denoted by }:)({ XxxGXG  . In [6, Prop. 2.1], it is proved 

that XG forms a quasi-graph. 

Definition. Let G be a group acting on a connected quasi-graph X with inversions, 

and let T and Y be two subtrees of  X such that TY, and each edge of Y has at 

least one end in T. Assume that T and Y are satisfying the following.                                  

(i) T contains exactly one vertex from each vertex orbit. 

(ii) Y contains exactly one edge y(say) from edge orbit if G(y) ≠  G( y ) and exactly 

one pair x, x  from each edge orbit if G(x) = G( x ). Then  

(1) T is called a tree of representatives for the action of G on X, 

(2) Y is called a transversal for the action of G on X.  

For simplicity we say that  (T; Y) is a fundamental domain for the action of G on X. 

For more details, the readers are referred to [3]. The properties of fundamental 

domains for the actions of groups on connected quasi-graphs imply that if G is a 

group acting on a connected quasi-graph X with inversions, and (T; Y) is a  

fundamental domain for the action of G on X, then for any vV(Y) and any  
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y E(Y), there exists a unique vertex denoted v* of T such that g(v*) = v; that is, 

G(v*) = G(v), and element denoted  [y] of G satisfying the  follows. 

(a) if o(y)V(T), then  [y]((t(y))*) = t(y), [y] =1 in case yE(T), and  [y](y) = y  if   

G(y) = G( y ), 

(b) if t(y)V(T), then [y](o(y)) = (o(y))*, 
1][][  yy  if G(y) ≠ G( y ), and ][][ yy   

if G(y) = G( y ).   

 If yE(Y), let yyy ][][ and let +y be the edge +y = y if o(y)V(T), and  

 +y = [y](y) if t(y)V(T). It is clear that y = 1 if G(y) ≠ G( y ), and 2][yy  if  

 G(y) = G( y ). Furthermore, o(+y) = (o(y))*, and *))(( yoy GG   and if G(y) = G( y )  

or yE(T), then yy GG  . 

                                                                                        

The main result of this section is the following lemma. 

Lemma 2.1. Let G be a group acting on a connected quasi-graph X with 

inversions, and let (T; Y) be a fundamental domain for the action of G on X. 

Let )}(:)({)}(:)({);;( YEeeGTVvvGTYXG  and 

)}.(:)({)}(:)({);;( TEeeGTVvvGTTXG   Then );;( TYXG forms a 

connected quasi-graph and );;( TTXG is a maximal subtree of .);;( TYXG  

Proof. Consider the sets )}(:)({));;(( TVvvGTYXGV  and 

)}.(:)({));;(( YEeeGTYXGE  Since V(X) ≠ , therefore ));;(( TYXGV ≠ . 

The fact that for vV(X) and eE(X), the orbits G(v) and G(e) are disjoint implies 

that ));;(( TYXGV  ));;(( TYXGE = . For eE(Y), G(e) ));;(( TYXGE , 

define o(G(e)) = G((o(e))*), t(G(e)) = G((t(e))*), and ).()( eGeG  Then 

);;( TYXG forms a graph. Similar to the proof of Prop. 2.1of [6] we can show 

that );;( TYXG forms a connected quasi-graph.  

Since ));;(());;(( TYXGVTTXGV  , [ see Prop. 11 of  9], therefore 

);;( TTXG is a maximal subtree of .);;( TYXG This completes the proof. 

Note. );;( TYXG is called the quotient graph induced by the fundamental domain 

(T; Y)  for the action of G on X.  

 

 

3   Quasi-graphs of groups Induced by Fundamental Domains 
 

        The concepts of  quasi-graphs of groups and their fundamental groups introduced 

in [4] are modified and defined as follows. 

         A quasi-graph of groups is defined to be a pair );(  Z  where Z is a connected 

quasi-graph and   is a mapping from Z  into the class of all groups; where the  
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         image of each element (vertex or edge) Zx  under   is denoted by x .i.e. 

xx  )(  such that for each edge eE(Z) the following hold. 

(1) ee  ; 

(2) There exist monomorphisms denoted )(: etee   and )(: eoee  ; 

(3) There exists an element denoted ee   such that e = 1 if ee  ; 

(4) There exists an automorphism eee :  satisfying the conditions that 

eee  )( , aae )(  if ee  , and 12 )(  eee aa   for all ea  .  

Note.  For simplicity, we write )(Z to mean );(  Z , the quasi graph of 

groups.  

 

Notation. Given the quasi-graph of groups );(  Z . For the edge eE(Z) and 

the element ea  . We have the following notation.                                      

 (1) Let e

ee  )( , e

ee  )(  and let e

e aa )( . It is clear that )(et

e  , 

)(eo

e  , eea  , and ee

eee  )( .                                    

 (2) Let ee

e :  be the mapping given by e

e

e

e aa ))(()(   . It is clear that 

e is an isomorphism and if ee   then ee

e aa )( .  

Definition. Given the quasi-graph of groups Φ(Z, Γ). Let  be a maximal subtree of 

Z. Define Φ(Z; Γ;  ) to be the group of the presentation:  

       )(1,,..),rel(e),gen( 1

vv   Eeifeeeee e

e

ee  ,                                          

where vV(Z), and eE(Z).                                                                                                

         The notation 
ee ee  1.. stands for the set of relations of the form 

e

e

e

e

e aaeae ))(()(.. 1   , ea  .  

Φ(Z; Γ;  ) is called the fundamental group of Φ(Z, Γ) relative  to  . 

 

For each eE(Z), let et be the value of e in Φ(Z; Γ;  )  where no confusion will 

be caused by the notations et and t(e). It is clear that the relations of  Φ(Z; Γ;  ) 

imply the following. 

 

(1) Φ(Z; Γ;  ) is generated by elements et and g, where g v and vV(Z); 

 

(2) et  v , vV(Z); 

 

(3) 1et  if eE( ); 
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(4) 1

e

e

e tgt e

e g))(( , g e ; 

(5) e

eeett  . 

It is proved in [4, p. 148, 5.7 Corollary] that if 1 and 2 are two maximal 

subtrees of Z then Φ(Z; Γ; 1 ) and Φ(Z; Γ; 2 ) are isomorphic.  

The fundamental group of Φ(Z, Γ) denoted Φ(Z; Γ) is defined to be the 

fundamental group Φ(Z; Γ;  ) relative to a maximal subtree  of Z. 

In view of above, Φ(Z; Γ) is independent of any maximal subtree of Z. 

The main result of this section is the following theorem. 

         Theorem 3.1. Let G be a group acting on a connected quasi-graph X with 

inversions, and (Y; T) be a fundamental domain for the action of G on X.  

        For each vV(T) and e E(Y), let vvG G )(  and )(eG = eG .  

         Then );;(( TYXG ; Γ) forms a quasi-graph of groups, and the fundamental 

group );;((()( TYXG  ; Γ)) has the presentation  

         )(1,,..),rel(e),gen( 1

)(vv TEeifeeeGeGeGG eee  



 …(*) 

            where vV(T), and eE(Y). Furthermore, if X is a tree, then G and 

);;((()( TYXG  ; Γ)) are isomorphic.  

 

Proof.  By Lemma 2.1, );;( TYXG forms a connected quasi-graph. Now we show 

that Γ satisfies the conditions of the definition of quasi-graph of groups.  

If e is an edge of Y, then G(e) is an edge of );;( TYXG .  

(1) Now we show that 
)(eG

 = )(eG . The fact that eG = eG  implies that  

)(eG
 = )(eG .  

(2) We need to find a monomorphism ))(()()( : eGteGeG  .                    

We have t(e) = [e]((t(e))*). This implies that 1

))*(()8)(](([)( ][][  eGeGG eteteet . Then 

t(G(e)) = G(t(e)), )(eG = eG 1

))*(()( ][][  eGeG etet ,  ))(( eGt = ))(( etG = 
))*(( et

G = 

= ][][ )(

1 eGe et

 , and ))(( eGo = ))(( eoG = )(eoG = )(etG = ][][ )(

1 eGe et

 = 1

)( ][][ eGe eo . 

 This implies that the mapping )()( : eteeG GG   given by  










 )()(][][

)()(
)(

1)(
TVeoifege

TVetifg
geG  

yields the required monomorphism ))(()()( : eGteGeG  , and similarly for  the 

mapping )()()(
: eoeeGeG

GG    given by 











)()(

)()(][][
)(

1

)(
TVeoifg

TVetifege
geG  

is the required monomorphism ))(()()( : eGoeGeG  . 
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(3) Let )(eG = ]][[ ee . If G(e) ≠ G(e ), then 
1][][  ee , and )(eG  = 1, and we take 

eeeG GG :)(  to be  the identity automorphism. 

 If G(e) = G(e ), then )(eG = 
2][e .    

Let eeeG GG :)(  be the mapping given by 1

)( ][][)(  egegeG .   

It is easy to show that )(eG is an automorphism. Furthermore, 

)( )()( eGeG  2122

)( ][][]][[)]([ eeeeeeG   = )(eG , and for g eG we have 

1

)()(

221

)(

2

)( ][][)][][()()(   eGeGeGeG gegeegeg  .  

This implies that the mapping )()()( : eGeGeG   is the required automorphism. 

This implies that );;(( TYXG ; Γ) forms a quasi-graph of groups.  

Let e be an edge of Y. Then  

)(eG = 









 )()(][][

)()(
)()(

1)()()(
TVeoifeGe

TVetifG
G

e

e

eeGeGeG      

                                               = )(eG ,                                                                             

and )(eG  =  )(eG =  eG . Furthermore, the mapping :)(eG
)(eG  )(eG  given by 

)(eG (g) = [e]g
1][ e  is an isomorphism. Furthermore,  

)(eG ( e

e

~

~ ) = )(eG (
2][e ) = [e]

2][e 1][ e =
2][e . 

        

)}.(:)({)}(:)({);;( TEeeGTVvvGTTXG   In the  presentation (*), we 

replace v by vG , 
)(eG  by )(eG , )(eG  by eG , and e

e

~

~  by  = e . This leads the 

presentation of the fundamental group );;((()( TYXG  ; Γ)) of 

);;(( TYXG  relative to the  maximal subtree );;( TTXG of );;( TYXG .  

If X is a tree, by [8, Corollary 5.2], G has above presentation. This implies that G 

and );;((()( TYXG  ; Γ)) are isomorphic. This completes the proof.  

 

 

4   On Subgroups of Quasi-Graph Groups 

 
Recall that a group G is called a quasi-graph group if there exists a quasi-graph of 

groups );(  Z  where Z contains more than one vertex such that G )( .  

The main result of this section is the following theorem. 

 

Theorem 4.1. A subgroup of a quasi-graph group is a quasi-graph group. 
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Proof. Let G be a fundamental group of a quasi-graph of groups Φ(Z, Γ) , where 

Z contains more than one vertex,  be a maximal subtree of Z, and H be a 

subgroup of G. We need to find a quasi-graph of groups );( HHH Z  , where  H 

is its fundamental group. In [5], a tree X is constructed as follows. 

V(X) = {[g, v]: vV(Z), gG}, and E(X) = {[g, e]: eE(Z), gG}, where   

[g, v] = (g v , v), and [g, e] = (g
e , e). The inverse and the terminals of the edge 

[g, e] are defined as follows. ],[],[ egteg e , )],(,[],[ eogtego e and 

)](,[],[ etgegt  . For  fG, vV(Z), and eE(Z), define f[g, v] = [fg, v], and  

f[g, e] = [fg, e]. If ee  , then ],1[],[],[],1[ etetete eee  . This implies that G 

acts on X with inversions. The G stabilizers of [g, v] and [g, e] are 1

],[

 ggG vvg , 

and 1

],[

 ggG e

eg . The tree of representatives T for the action on of G on X is 

defined as V(T) = {[1, v]: vV(Z)}, and E(T ) = {[1, e]: eE( )}. Also,  

[g, v]* = [1, v]. The transversal Y for the action on of G on X consists of all edges 

of the form ],[ ete , eE(X), with addition to their inverses ],[ ete = ],1[ e , and their 

terminals )],(,1[],[ eoeto e  and )](,[],[ ettett ee  . Then (T; Y) is a fundamental 

domain for the action of G on X.  

            For each vertex vV(T), and each edge eE(Y), define the following. 

            (a) vD  is a double coset representative system for G mod (H, vG ), 

            (b) g

eD  and g

eD   are  any double coset representative systems for  

           )(eoG  mod( HggG eo

1

)(

 , eG ), and ))*(( etG  mod( HggG et

1

))*((

 , ][][ 1 eGe y

 )  

            respectively containing 1, but otherwise arbitrary, gG. For more details of the 

structures of vD , g

eD  and g

eD we refer the readers to [7]. 

 

The fundamental domain (
HT , HY ) for the action of H on X obtained in [7] is 

defined as follows. V(
HT ) = {d(v): vV(T), d vD }, and E(

HT ) is the set of  

edges,{ ab(e), ab( e ): e 0E (Y) 1E (Y) 2E (Y), a
)(eoD , b a

eD , ab
))*(( etD }, 

where 0E (Y) = { ],[ ete = [1, e]: eE( )}; 1E (Y) = { ],[ ete : eA, ee  }, and  

2E (Y) = { ],[ ete : eA, ee  }. 

HY consists of the edges of the forms ab(e), and ab( e ), where  

e 0E (Y) 1E (Y) 2E (Y), a
)(eoD  and b a

eD , and their terminals. 

Similar to the sets of edges 0E (Y), 1E (Y), and 2E (Y), the structures of the sets of 

the edges 0E ( HY ), 1E ( HY ), and 2E ( HY ) can be formed as follows.  

0E ( HY ) = E(
HT ) consists of the set of edges of the following forms. 
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(a) ab(m), where a
)(moD , and b a

mD  such that ab
)(mtD ; 

(b) ab(y), where a
)( yoD , and b

a

yD  such that ab[y]
))*(( ytD ; 

(c) ab(x), where a
)(xoD  and b a

xD  such that ab[x]
)(xoD  and  

H 11][  abGxab x
 = . 

1E ( HY ) consists of the set of edges of the following forms. 

(a) ab(m), where a
)(moD  and b a

mD  such that ab
)(mtD ; 

(b) ab(y), where a
)( yoD , and b

a

yD  such that ab[y]
))*(( ytD ; 

(c) ab(x), where a
)(xoD  and b a

xD  such that ab [x]
)(xoD  and 

H 11][  abGxab x  = . 

2E ( HY ) consists of the set of edges of the form: ab(x), where a
)(xoD , and 

b a

xD  such that ab[x]
)(xoD , and H 11][  abGxab x

  . 

        Theorem 3.1 implies that H is the fundamental group of the quasi-graph of groups 

);;(( HHH TYXH ; Γ ). Consequently H is a quasi-graph group.                              

This completes the proof. 
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